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Montessori is a deep program to transform and help children to be good learners and grow up to a good 
citizen in the world. 
 
I will try to give as much as I can. First of all I try to think what I can share with educators of today. 
 
One thing I have done for the past ten years now. My background and training is an economist. I don't 
have formal training, but try to help as much as I can for Thailand and hopefully for the world too. Trying 
to improve the education in Thailand. If you measure education by dropout by PISA, that measure how 
they understand, we are very low in Asian countries. Not good for us and the future of the nation. 
What I am doing is cultivating the mind set in high schools.  
 
I try to connect with what I am doing in Montessori. The king is a student of Montessori in Switzerland, as 
you may know very well. So we adopt the sufficiency philosophy and try to implement it as an educational 
program for Thai students.  
 
If there is any connection and sufficiency it is in his mind and how he grew up in his thinking because he 
was educated as a Montessori student. 
 
I have six minutes of a product of Montessori. 
 
I will show a clip of about 6 minutes so that we can see. It is a film taken a long time ago. From 1965 on 
BBC. I really think that it shows a person who was grown up.  
 
Soul of a Nation 
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One of the countries in touch with its past.  
88% are rural poor 
 
The film is very long. So go back to the PowerPoint. 
 
I think that the king has learned from Switzerland, that people should do something useful and good for 
other people. You have to work hard for that. I believed that fits the beliefs of Montessori. It is what we try 
to transfer to the students in Thailand. 
 
This is the background of what we are working from here in Thailand.  
 
Why do we have to have a sufficiency mindset? The king has bestowed because of the economic crisis in 
1997, which is more than 10 years now.  
 
We understood that it is a path of development that has crystalized that the way along the sufficiency 
path is best for Thailand. Our friend may have mentioned. So we put this sufficiency mindset to have a 
framework to develop the sufficiency in Thailand. 
 
I brought my paper. I wrote it with my friend because she has more education in the education sector. 
We present this article at the meeting at UNESCO in Paris in June. I did not go myself but how Thailand 
attempts to achieve sustainable development through education.  
 
Before talking about that, first a little about economics.  
 
SLIDE:  
Rich Poor Disparity 
It is great and getting greater and greater.  
5% of the people have more than 70% of the whole country. 
 
SLIDE: Global Warming 
It comes not from aliens.  
We have to thin about others 
We have flooding, drought, greenhouse gas emissions 
It is humans that have created these disasters to all of us 
We all live in one world together 
 
SLIDE: Rising Population 
In Thailand we are moving towards the 18th nation 
The ratio of aged population is higher than the younger population 
More people means more mouth to feed, more to produce, more to deal with. How do we deal with that? 
 
SLIDE: Past Development : Resources Depletion 
In 1960 we had a thick forest covering 85% of whole country. 
In the year we had the economic crisis, we had a reform 
We looked into getting a set of data 
Since 1960 to 1990, 30 years, Thai people have destroyed the forests  
That is why we have flooding and drought.  
We have contributed to the global warming 
How can we stop this and prepare the future for Thailand when we treat our own country that way 
 
SLIDE: Efforts in solving problems, but not at the root-cause 
Comic of “Wouldn't it be better to simply turn off the taps?” 
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SLIDE: Working Approach 
We learn from the king from Switzerland program 
We are a Buddhist country 
We have to work together and share knowledge  
Have  to do good things. 
My colleagues and I need to work together. 
• Learning from HMK 
• Sufficiency approach to development  
• Development related working principles 
• Royal-initiated projects 
 
More to slide not captured 
 
SLIDE: 
The First UNDP human Development Lifetime Achievement Award, 2006 
What is behind is the work on the economy. 
It is like having a friend come and say to you, “Hey I like what you are doing! We want to do something 
like that.” 
So integrate these mindsets into the curriculum and the student’s activities. 
 
SLIDE: Learning from HMK 
His majesty is a hard working person. 
His working room does not seem to be the palace of a king. 
The room you saw in the video, can be opened in many layers.  
The wall has many maps of all the areas of Thailand. 
HMK is finding out truly what is needed in Thailand 
HMK works so hard. 
How to build and to help Thai young children to be like his HMK 
 
SLIDE: summary of the Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP) 
There are three principles that we should adopt no matter what we do. 
We need good reasons. Coming from our knowledge, wisdom, ethics. No matter what we do we need to 
think about what we do.  
 
Moderation, Reasonableness and Built-In Resilience 
 
To use resources properly means not to fill too little, because you will keep having to refill. But not to 
overfill and get a spill. 
We have to be very mindful in our actions.  
We use these three principles in all our actions. In everything we do. 
Why did I wear what I am wearing today? 
We need to think all the time. 
 
You can ask the students how to make a decision; they have these principles in their mind. It is the heart 
of our program 
 
Why this mindset? I think it comes from Buddhist teaching. It means to go the “Middle Way.” Not to drive 
the car in the middle of the street. 
 
The Eightfold Path: Need to have the Right View, Right thought, right speech, right action, more I did to 
get… 
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Killing is wrong. The elephants, the ants, or the mosquitos is bad. We have the feeling that the mosquito 
may be the mother in her next life.  
 
Whatever we do, we have limited resources. This bottle of water maybe free because somebody else 
paid for it. But we have to realize the resources that we are using.  
 
We need to provide a learning program for them to think independently. I don’t know the root word for 
school in English. But for us it is to grow and learn. 
 
I ask if their school is a teaching place or a learning place? In our classrooms, it is a place to learn, not a 
teaching place. 
 
They need activities to learn, to think, to help other, to make decision. They can learn right from wrong 
and learn by doing. They have to think by themselves not because teachers told them what to do. 
 
What HMK, he has put core region of development is that we have to help others help themselves. Many 
developmental programs do not do that. Many just give money, the project runs out of money and the 
project falls apart. They did to learn.  
 
They need to think and learn by themselves. The sufficiency program is to make a school a learning place 
for everyone. 
 
Children learn through thinking. 
 
Ethics of being a world citizen that care about the whole world. We aer too wasteful. We must bring back 
to a development path. We have to inculcate it to the students through the learning program. 
 
The article conclusion is that: learning about ethics and morals, virtues, really depends on the ability of 
reasoning. This really powerful, because reasonableness with programs in which the students can think 
reasonably. How do we do this? What happens after our own action. This is the basic to our thinking . so 
education and our moral behavior is very closely connected. 
 
Sufficiency Economy Philosophy (SEP) 
 
• Morality: diligence, perseverance, compassion 
• Knowledgeable, mindfulness 
 
UNDERLYING CONDITIONS 
 
• Moderation 
• Cause-effect 
• Resilience 
 
PROCESS MANAGEMENT 
 
• Balance 
• Preparedness for changes 
 
GOALS 
 
Systems thinking writing a paper with a German professor right now.  
 
We have to think about balancing four dimensions.  
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1. Economy 
2. Society 
3. Environment 
4. Culture 
 
Sustainability development is not just about that but balancing the above four dimensions. 
 
If all the world develop and grow and taken out of the root, how can I be still Thai? The roots of each 
nation is very important and to keep the world beautiful. 
 
Tsunami is a Japanese word. English does not have a word for this or the Thai. We have to learn from 
Japanese. We have to learn from the Japanese. When the sea is quite and the birds are flying from the 
water to the land. All the animals, the ants and the crabs. If we had known that before we would have 
known that a tsunami was coming.  
 
If we don’t learn from each other. Learn the cultural dimensions, we are losing as a planet citizen. This is 
why we present at UNESCO. We try to put this in the world agenda too. They are missing the cultural 
values. This is our version. We have 35 version. We are going to publish as a book next year. We hope to 
be the SEP model taught throughout the world. 
 
I elaborate the balancing the four dimension of development. 
 
SLIDE:  
Sufficiency Mindset and Behavior: Educational Assessment: KPA 
 
1. MATERIAL: use material/ money with moderation, frugality 
 
2. SOCIAL: living with others based on sharing, non-harming, prudence, … 
 
3. ENVIRONMENTAL: environmental friendly 
 
4. CULTURAL: Thai Cultural root: cherish and preserve 
 
School is not only a classroom. A classroom is not a school. The school is a learning place, the whole 
school is a learning place. You may see many activities on the ground. Student learn about science in the 
herbal gardens behind the school building. Not learning from screens. They will learn the acid/base of the 
soil.  Learning from real life and learning from anything the school has. The WHOLE SCHOOL program. 
 
We will be visiting on Friday. The students are wearing their uniforms made frm local products. 
 
They learn from the elderly. Thai is moving to aged society. Many villages the young children do not know 
the history of their religions. They may not know the person who may not be able to walk, but can sit on 
the porch to say hi. Many will not say hi. 
 
It is in the curriculum, in grade 8 or grade 9, that the students have to go out to their community to learn 
about their community. They learn about the grand uncles who were the ones to fist come to the villages. 
Without this program children will never learn about their roots.  
 
These four dimension are integrated into their classrooms. They learn from their real lies. Not the internet. 
 
SLIDE: 
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Example: responsible consumption, example of the HMK’s toothpaste. In the palace, you need a pencil. 
His majesty use one pencil a month only. So for the whole year he withdraw only 12 pencils a year. He is 
the model and he behave what he preach.  
 
I was actually curious. One person in the palace, this toothpaste is not the end of the story. He will open 
up the tube and scrape out the rest of the paste. 
 
He does not have many shoes. He repairs and changed the soles. The longest he cannot repair anymore.  
They were 30 years old. Bally shoes.  
 
SLIDE: SUMMARY OF SUFFICIENCY SCHOOL 
 
Education for sustainable development  
 
Save & Safe Clean & Green (No Waste – really less waste) Caring & Sharing Learning through 
Thinking & Doing Global & Local & Royal Knowledge  
 
Only 4 schools in Thailand that has gone to no waste.  
 
SLIDE: QPAR –  
 
QUESTION: set an environment that the students have to question first. Why does the rice grow better at 
this corner than the other? Questions help the students think clearly in the right way. It helps them to 
prepare for risks.  
 
PROJECTS: They have to do some projects in the cities in a safe way and not harm themselves. 
 
ACTIONS: Learn from actions. Many times when they come to action it is different for their plane how to 
adapt and refine and all about learning. 
 
REFLECTION: we know that knowledge can be instilled and crystallized in their minds if they find the 
learning themselves. That is when they are learning. Reflect about what they have learned. Is it useful.  
 
It is a four-part model. 
 
2007 (135 schools); 2009 (1261); 2011 (3000++); 2013  (10,000); 2015 (14,000); 2017  - the goal is to 
have 40,000 school in Sufficiency – Schools 
 
This program is expanding first. Maybe it is because it is about Thai people’s nature. From research it is 
the best way to change the behavior of Thai people. If we don’t adapt the programs, they are not on the 
trend. So now it is trending. It is good in a way that schools would like to do that because it is trendy in 
Thailand, but need to have a quality of program. It is one of my main duties to increase and then maintain 
a quality program. 
 


